
End-User License Agreement (EULA) 
 
This End User License Agreement (EULA) is granted by the University of Campinas             
(“hereinafter referred to as Licensor”), Av. Albert Einstein, 1251 Cidade Universitária,           
Campinas/SP, to the End User. This copy of the RECOD Selfie Dataset (RCD-Selfie) is              
licensed and not sold. This dataset is protected by copyright laws, as well as laws related to                 
other forms of intellectual property. The University of Campinas owns intellectual property            
rights in the RCD-Selfie dataset. The Licensee’s license to download, use, copy, or change              
the RCD-Selfie dataset is subject to these rights and to all the terms and conditions of this                 
End User License Agreement. 
 
1. Acceptance: You accept and agree to be bound by the terms of this agreement by                
sending a signed copy of this EULA to the Representative Licensor. You must agree to all of                 
the terms of this agreement before you will be allowed to download the RCD-Selfie dataset.               
If you do not agree to all of the terms of this agreement, you must not use or copy the                    
RCD-Selfie dataset. By accepting this EULA agreement, the End User agrees to strictly             
respect the conditions set forth herein and to respect all the Brazilian’s laws related to data                
protection, and identity protection of the volunteers that contributed to creating the            
RCD-Selfie dataset. 
 
2. License Grant: This Agreement entitles you to use the RCD-Selfie dataset. In addition,              
you may make one or more copies of the RCD-Selfie dataset, but all copies of the                
RCD-Selfie dataset must be on a private (no shared) storage medium. This Agreement does              
not permit the use of the RCD-Selfie dataset on a system that allows shared use, on a                 
multi-user network, or on any configuration or system of computers that allows multiple             
users. Multiple copy use is only allowed if you obtain an appropriate licensing agreement for               
each user of the RCD-Selfie dataset. For further information regarding multiple copy            
licensing of the RCD-Selfie dataset, please contact the Representative Licensor. 
 
3. Restrictions on Transfer: Without first obtaining the express written consent of the             
Representative Licensor, you may not assign your rights and obligations under this            
Agreement, or redistribute, encumber, sell, rent, lease, sublicense, or otherwise transfer your            
rights to the RCD-Selfie dataset. 
 
4. Restrictions on Use: You may not permit the use, or copy of the RCD-Selfie dataset by                 
more than one user. If you hold multiple, validly licensed copies, you may not permit the use,                 
or copy the RCD-Selfie dataset by more users. 
 
5. Restrictions on Alteration: You may modify the RCD-Selfie dataset or create any             
derivative work of the RCD-Selfie dataset, but you may not transfer in any way, permanently               
or temporarily, distribute or broadcast the modified or derived dataset without permission of             
the Representative Licensor. 
 



6. Restrictions on Distribution: Without first obtaining the express written consent of            
Representative Licensor, you may not transfer in any way, permanently or temporarily,            
distribute or broadcast all or part of the RCD-Selfie dataset. For further information regarding              
the distribution of the RCD-Selfie dataset, please contact the representative licensor. 
 
7. Publications: You must reference the RCD-Selfie dataset, or results obtained with it, in              
publications, including, but not limited to research papers. 

Representative Licensor 
Prof. Dr. Anderson de Rezende Rocha 
e-mail: anderson.rocha@unicamp.br 

Reference 
Two-tiered face verification with low-memory footprint for mobile devices. 
Rafael Padilha, Fernanda A. Andaló, Gabriel Bertocco, Waldir Almeida, William Dias, Thiago            
Resek, Ricardo da S. Torres, Jacques Wainer, Anderson Rocha. 
IET Biometrics, 2020. 
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